
Overeating 
 

“For everything God made is good, and we may eat it gladly if we are thankful for it, and if we ask God to 

bless it, for it is good by the Word of God and prayer.”  Timothy 4:4-5 
 

We are all tempted to overeat at some time. The holidays, birthdays, vacations, stress, and any other 

reason we can come up with to have a little extra. Everywhere we go it seems we are tempted by 

goodies, and it can be very difficult to resist overindulging. So many Americans gain weight over the 

holidays, there is actually a term for it: The Seasonal Seven. That is the average number of pounds we 

gain between Thanksgiving and New Year’s each year. Below are tips to help us avoid putting on those 

extra pounds. The goal of these tips is to make them part of an enduring, healthy way of life. Eating 

smart is not about deprivation, it’s about putting a little thought into what we put into our mouths, and 

developing new habits. 
 

When going to a party 

Eat regular meals throughout the day instead of starving yourself beforehand 

When eating at a party, start with the healthy items. Fill up on these, and you will feel satisfied with just a small 

amount of the high calorie goodies 

Take only a small sample of all the things you want to try 

Don’t hang out at the buffet table 

Be aware that an alcoholic drink has 150-200 calories in it—try mixing wine ½ and ½ with sparking water or 

diet 7-up 
 

When eating in a restaurant 

Avoid “All you can eat” restaurants 

If you really must have dessert, share one with your dining companion 

Plan on taking ½ of your dinner home with you - it makes a dandy lunch the next day. At first, you may want to 

ask your server to box up half before he brings the meal 
 

Eating at Home 

Listen to your body - don’t eat because it’s “lunchtime;” eat because you are truly hungry 

Take a healthy snack with you when you are shopping or running errands, to avoid the temptation of grabbing 

fast food 

Eat slowly and chew thoroughly - you will tend to feel satisfied with less food 

Brush your teeth right after you eat — this tends to keep you from snacking soon after a meal 

Take at least 20 minutes to eat a meal; you will feel as if you are eating more 

Eat only when sitting down, not on the run 

Drink 12 oz. of water before you eat; you will feel less hungry 

When the impulse to snack hits, look at the clock and wait 10 minutes; you may realize you weren’t hungry 

after all 

Don’t deprive yourself of the foods you love, just eat smaller portions 

Keep your appetite in check by eating regularly throughout the day 
 

Forget diets, they usually fail in the long run. Think about slowly but constantly changing your eating 

habits until you don’t have to think about them at all. If you feel you may have a true food addiction, 

there is plenty of help available. Check out www.foodaddiction.com or find a counselor to talk to. 

Healthy eating can be learned just like anything else. God gave us good things to eat, and with a little 

moderation and careful thought, eating can be a pleasure without the guilt.  

                                                             
                                        Blessings and a Merry Christmas to all, 

                                                                     Nurse Karen 


